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When four gorgeous men walk off the runway and into my life, I learn it's not just the hours and
lousy pay in fashion that are, um, hard.I should know better than to trust a bunch of pretty
faces...The single dad, raising his baby alone.The charmer, killing me with his hot Irish
accent.The rebel, giving his rich family the middle finger.The scholar, always with his nose in a
book.What do these guys have in common?ME.This hot, over-the-top romance includes hot
men with a penchant for pursuing and protecting the women who give them a run for their
money. If you love outrageously naughty stories as a way to indulge your not-so-secret bad girl
side, this is for you.Also available in audioThe Contemporary Reverse Harem Collection1. The
Inheritance2. The Renovation3. The Promotion4. The Gallery5. The Collection

Praise for the New World series“[Hopf] excels in his storytelling. Its authenticity makes it not
only compelling but thought provoking as well.”—David Miller, The Herald-
Dispatch (Huntington, West Virginia) “Incredible.”—Before It’s NewsAbout the AuthorG. Michael
Hopf is the author of The End, The Long Road, and Sanctuary. He spent two decades living a
life of adventure before settling down to pursue his passion for writing. He is a former combat
veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps and former bodyguard. He lives with his family in San Diego,
California. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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31Chapter 32Chapter 33About the Author1KEALYSmack.“Ouch! I am not a pin cushion.”A
skinny creature with the neck of a giraffe twisted away from me, ripping the delicate fabric I was
trying to piece together around her skeletal arm right out of my cramped fingers. And if that
weren’t bad enough, she turned and smacked my hand.Did someone really just smack my
hand? I hadn’t been smacked since I last engaged in some sort of infraction like rolling my
eyes or sassing an adult.The freak of nature who stood before me, said hand smacker, who got
paid thousands of dollars to scowl and slink down a runway wearing my fashion designer
boss’s creations, failed to realized I was the one holding the sharp objects. With large sewing
shears hanging on a ribbon around my neck and a handful of straight pins between my fingers,
I could cripple her if she didn’t start to show me some respect. Her sharp elbows were no
match for my weapons.Well, straight pins couldn’t cripple anyone, but I liked to imagine they
could.Twice a year during New York Fashion Week, my boss, one of the top designers in the
world, had a big runway show. And I was one of the many junior designers who were turned
into office bitches for a week, doing all the shit work that made a runway show come together
perfectly.The newspapers, magazines, and cable programs that covered the shows only
portrayed the pretty side of the production—beautiful men and women sashaying down the
catwalk in their perfect hair and makeup, under the best lighting money could buy, and with
some of the loudest freaking music you’d ever hear outside of a nightclub.What the public didn’t
know, however, was that the shows, which took more work than building the Egyptian
pyramids, and cost thousands of dollars, were over in minutes.All that work for ten or fifteen
minutes of pomp and circumstance.If that’s the case, why bother? I asked when I was the new
girl on Forest’s team. And after staring at me like I had two heads, one of the office snots
explained it this way: if you do show during Fashion Week, you may or may not be noticed (but
hopefully you would). And if you didn’t, people would draw all manner of conclusions about
you, your collection, your business, and your general ability to walk the face of the Earth with
your head held high.So you kind of had to show.Not that my boss minded the incredible burden
it put on his staff, nor the money that was sucked out of his coffers. He didn’t have to do the shit
work, nor did he have to work for a pittance like the rest of us because the company’s money
went to impressing the editors of Vogue and Elle, rather than being used to pay us minions. Ah,
the benefits of ownership.But hey, no one forced us to work there. No, we were pretty much
complete idiots all on our own.But at that particular moment, I was a desperate woman. With
the start of the show only minutes away, my boss was on the other side of the room shaking



hands and air kissing celebrities, fashion press, and other Important People while discretely
glancing over his shoulder in my direction. And his look told me all I needed to know. It was on
me to make sure the first model supposed to walk in the show was in her outfit and ready to
go, no matter what it took. Things were such a scramble in the run-up to a show like ours that
regardless of the state the garments were in—open seams needing to be sewn, missing
zippers or buttons, it didn’t matter—they were still paraded down the runway. All it took was a
needle and thread and occasional glue to get them to stay on the bodies showing them off.
That left us pinning, sewing, taping, and gluing up to the final minutes.This ‘business as usual
practice’ was not normally a problem, except that at that moment, I was dealing with the
biggest prima donna super model on the planet. Translation—major pain in the ass. Just days
before, the tabloids reported she’d beaten a cab driver over the head with her purse because
he dropped her off on the wrong side of the street.I guess I was lucky I got off with a mere
hand slap.“I’m sorry,” I explained to the twig, trying not to choke on my words. That’s what those
of us in the office who were buddies called the models behind their backs. Twigs. Like Twiggy,
that famous model from back in the day.Anyway, the twig looked down at me as if I were lower
than the dirt on the bottom of her shoe. And because I was desperate to get her on the runway,
make my boss look good, and keep my job, it was a role I was temporarily willing to play.“Look
at my beautiful girl,” my boss cooed as he floated over to us.The twig rolled her eyes
dramatically. “Oh, Forest! It’s been such a day. And now look at me. Just look at me,” she
whined.Forest and I looked her up and down. If there was something we were supposed to
acknowledge, it was lost on me. The woman looked perfect as I pulled one more stitch, knotted
my thread for security, and stepped back to let Forest admire his masterpiece.He stepped in
front of me since I’d worked my magic and was no longer needed. He took the twig’s hands in
his own and leaned close to murmur something in her ear.Whatever it was, he’d done the right
thing, because her face instantly brightened. She was ready to walk, and he led her by the
hand to the backstage area where the rest of the models had assembled. In the moments
before they were to go on, they looked bored, not to mention hungry, standing there with their
arms crossed and chatting amongst themselves.What did models talk about with each
other?“You’re so skinny. Wow.”“Oh no, you’re much skinnier. And prettier, too.”“No way, you’re
prettier…”And on, and on…Anyway, I could only guess what they conversed about, because
they didn’t talk to me, or any of my coworkers, unless they wanted something like a glass of
water or a carrot stick to suck on.Deafening show music began to play as people with headsets
ran around like maniacs, and the first set of models marched out onto the runway in Forest’s
latest designs. I waited where he and the twig had left me—she’d return in moments, and I had
to help her into her next outfit. While cooling my heels, I waved across the room at my
coworker, Muse, over on the men’s side, dealing with male models and their outfits. I envied his
job. Working with the guys was a breeze compared to some of the bitches I had to contend
with.My twig returned with a light sheen of perspiration on her forehead, which a deft makeup
artist dabbed away. Not to make excuses for her bitchiness, but I knew the runway lights were
hot and being sewn into a garment was not exactly comfortable. As soon as she held still, I
took my stitch ripper and ran it up the seam I’d just sewn to close her in. With a couple pushes
and pulls, I slipped the garment off and helped her step into the next one.I stood back to make
sure she was good to go and nodded. She ran to line up again with her group, shook her head
and rolled her shoulders, and plunged into the spotlight.Since each model was to wear only
two outfits, I was pretty much done. I sneaked out the back of the stage to stand unnoticed in
the audience and watch the show just like the few hundred guests attending that morning.The
models came marching down the catwalk, first the women and then the men, all wearing the



same disinterested expression, which was exactly what Forest wanted. And if Forest was
happy, we were all happy.Twig after twig did that weird runway walk models do where they take
longer than natural steps, putting each foot in front of the other to create a funny sway that
made them look both awkward and badass at the same time.Then, the male models came.
They had their own weird way of walking, too, where they moved their shoulders back and forth
in a pseudo masculine move that no normal man would ever actually use.But I had to say, as
odd as their runway walk was, they were freaking drop-dead gorgeous. While a lot of the male
models were androgynous to the point of actually appearing interchangeable with the women,
our shows always used the butchest men Forest could find. Actually, he didn’t find any of them.
The agency that helped us put on our shows found them. Forest just approved them; a job he
relished.I found an empty seat and settled into it, making sure I was in the shadows where no
one could find me. I had to see as many of the outfits as possible come down the catwalk,
especially the men’s wear ones I had worked on, but I didn’t want Forest to think I was
slacking. He was actually an awesome guy and great boss, but during the shows, he’d whip
himself into an insufferable lather, for which he’d later apologize.During the last show we had,
when we were backstage and the models and guests had all left, he bent over a trashcan and
puked his guts up.Because fashion was glamorous, right?2RAND“Dude, what’s up with these
trousers?” my buddy Marlon whispered to me.I looked at what he was wearing and then back
at my ensemble.“I have no fucking idea, but this is some ugly shit,” I whispered back.The
trousers we wore had some kind of weird diagonal fly that buttoned across the crotch instead
of the standard vertical opening, presumably for great aesthetic fashion effect.Marlon lowered
his voice to make sure no one could hear us. “Did Forest really design this crap? Because if he
did, he should have his head examined.”I looked around at the other male models in our small
makeshift dressing room. Everyone looked a bit confused about the strange garments, but they
were trying to just suck it up.Yeah, when you modeled in fashion shows, you never knew what
the hell they were going to ask you to wear. But they paid us well, so we kept our mouths shut.
Unless they wanted us to wear assless chaps.That’s when we would say, thanks but no thanks.
And that had never happened, anyway.So pants with weird openings were not the worst things
in the world, but it did mean I had to have some ‘dresser’ help me into them when I would have
preferred to dress myself. Luckily, there was only one more change of outfit for this particular
show—only one more weird-ass garment I’d have to wear down the runway for all the
fashionistas in the audience who’d trip over each other just eating it up. Then, I could get back
into my street clothes of tattered jeans, a faded rock ‘n roll T-shirt, and a beanie pulled down
almost to my eyes. I blended in just like any New York slob once I washed off the nasty makeup
they put on my face to cover a couple zits and red spots.What could I say? Nobody’s perfect…
right?And no one passing me on the street would ever guess I’d just made a shitload of money
for wearing ugly clothes and walking on a catwalk for five minutes. I almost felt guilty about
it.Almost.And given where I started in life, it was a freaking miracle I even had a roof over my
head, much less a nicely-growing bank account.“C’mon,” Marlon said, nudging me in the back.
“We gotta get lined up.”“Yeah, yeah,” I said, falling into line with the other guys who’d be walking
the runway with us.Forest, whose ugly clothes we were wearing, was running around like a
maniac making sure we were prepped to perfection and that we had every hair in place. The
funny thing was, he was going for a bit of a ‘grunge’ look, so our hair was actually pretty messy.
They’d spend hours making it just right, which I found to be pretty ironic.“Rand,” Forest said,
tapping my shoulder and turning me so he would give me a once-over. “Handsome as ever,
honey,” he said and moved on to check over the next model.I leaned toward Marlon, who was
queued up just in front of me. Our other buddies, Shane and Cross, were toward the back of



the line looking bored out of their minds.“Yo, Mar, you got any other shows lined up for this
week?” I asked.He nodded without fully turning around. Right before we went on, they liked us
to be quiet.“I do. I got a busy week. You?” he asked.“Ugh. My agent is such a dick. He got in a
fight with half the designers in town, and now, they don’t want to work with him.”At that, Marlon
turned fully to face me.“How long have I been telling you to get rid of that douchebag?” he
asked.A loud shhhhh! came out of nowhere.He was right. I’d only hesitated to dump my agent
because he’d gotten me into the business when I needed some money. But lately, he was on to
fresher meat, and if he was burning bridges, that meant I was going to pay the price.A little
sprite of a guy wearing a headset and holding a clipboard was speaking quietly into his mic
and doing a countdown with the fingers on one of his hands.“Dude, after this show, I’m taking
you right over to meet with my agent. He’s gonna love you,” Marlon said.With that, Marlon was
tapped on the shoulder by the sprite. He walked past the curtain separating the back stage
area, made a sharp right, and was gone from my view. After a ten-second interval, a hand on
the shoulder let me know I was up. I turned the corner, walking into the blinding lights.I
stomped down the runway in the strange, militaristic-walk they’d asked of us, in time to the
blasting music. I passed Marlon on his way off the catwalk, and then, I was on my own. Camera
flashes went off, but I pretended not to notice them. I just kept my disinterested scowl on and
stomped left, right, left right, until I was at the end of the runway, where I pivoted to head back
and give everyone one last look at Forest’s latest creation. From the applause, he must have
done something right. They were eating it up.Just before I passed the next guy coming out, I
caught sight of a woman in the audience, sitting against the wall, watching the show. While I
had only a split-second to register, she was the cute blonde I’d seen running around backstage
with the female models before they’d gone on.She was beautiful, sure, but what had got my
attention, I suppose, was the graceful way she handled the pre-show chaos.Before I knew it, I
was off the stage and rushing back to my next outfit change. Marlon, just steps ahead of me,
was already dressed and ready to go. A dresser unbuttoned my clothes, which I stepped out of
as quickly as I could—he had the next shirt over my head and in moments, I was re-dressed
and once again in line behind Marlon. Shane and Cross were still being fussed over when a
hairdresser checked me and a makeup artist dabbed something across my forehead,
presumably to absorb the sheen of sweat I always got from the goddamn boiling
lights.“Whatcha doing tonight?” Marlon mumbled out of the corner of his mouth.“Eh, I gotta get
some studying in. I got a history exam coming up.”“Cool. You liking your classes?” he asked.Did
I like my classes? Did a bear shit in the woods? I freaking loved everything about City College,
from its dumpy campus to its brilliant teachers, and everything in between.No one ever
expected me to go to college, especially me. It hadn’t crossed my mind, nor the minds of
anyone in the family I grew up in. It just wasn’t done. I’d never even known anyone who’d even
been to college aside from the teachers I had in grade school. But modeling, which I fell into in
a completely accidental way, broadened my horizons and made me believe the key to upward
mobility—at least mine, anyway—would be to get a degree under my belt. It was great for
paying the bills and even building a nest egg, but it wasn’t a long-term thing. Not for me, nor for
anybody, really.I passed Marlon again as I entered the runway and he stomped off. The blonde
was gone, probably to get back to work, and I was backstage again before I knew it. We had to
wait around for a few minutes while Forest walked out on the stage and bowed, making his little
speech, thanking everyone for contributing to his latest collection. We’d run out and surround
him with even more applause while he took several deep bows to the audience.It was an odd
ritual, but then, fashion was a strange game, anyway.For example, the model who’d been
loudly bitching out the pretty blonde earlier? I watched as she popped a pill into her mouth and



chased it down with a bottle of water.Guess she wouldn’t be eating the rest of the
day.3KEALYHad someone just punched me in the stomach?Because it sure felt like it.The
show had come off without a hitch, in part because people like me worked our asses off
around the clock in the days leading up to the event. Even better, Forest’s latest collection was
met with raucous cheers and applause. I was thrilled for him, for me, for the whole company.
He’d be all over the style pages for days, just like he always was. The press, celebrities, big
shots from the luxury stores—they all loved him.And during the brief interlude when I’d
sneaked into the audience, I’d had the chance to see a couple of the men’s outfits presented
by our gorgeous male models. Forest had a talent for choosing guys who would make his
clothes look awesome. Today was no exception.The mood for this show was on the rough and
tumble side, with the guys walking the runway with mean-ish scowls, messy hair, and an
almost violent stomp, stomp of their feet. In any other setting, it would have looked like cheesy
over-acting, but in the context of a short fashion show, when you had only minutes to make an
impression, it somehow worked.What didn’t work for me, however, were the models who threw
their clothes on the floor when they were changing back into their jeans and T-shirts. What the
hell?Anyway, I turned my ear to listen to Forest being interviewed by someone from Women’s
Wear.“Forest, you knocked it out of the park, again, with this fabulous new collection. How do
you do it? What is your secret?” the reporter asked.Forest looked in my direction with a grateful
smile and held his hand for me to join him.My heart started to pound. I’d never spoken to a
reporter before. And cripes, I looked like shit because I’d been up almost all night and had
been running all day. But he didn’t seem to have a camera with him, so maybe I could just say
something brilliant and those who later read my words would just assume I was as gorgeous
as the model who’d just stepped on a pile of clothing in her hurry to get out of the place.But at
that moment in time, the bitchy, slobby models meant nothing to me. If their haughty attitudes
were the price to pay for our—well, Forest’s success—then I could stomach a little humiliation. I
hustled over to my boss and Women’s Wear, quickly organizing my thoughts about what had
inspired the season’s collection and what we thought it meant to the fashion world at large.I
mean, what Forest thought it meant to the fashion world at large.Anyway.I put my hand in his
open one, and I saw tears in his eyes. That gave way to a bit of wateriness in my own. I took a
deep breath and readied myself for the reporter’s first question.But for some reason, he just
kept looking right at my boss.Like I wasn’t even there.“Forest, the fabrics you chose for this
season were beyond sumptuous. Can you tell us a bit about them?”“Well, we started by
traveling to the far corners of the Earth to see what cottage industries—you know, tiny little
villages and such—were able to produce. We came across the most beautiful silks and
woolens I’d seen in my entire career when we were in India and Pakistan. I mean to tell you, I
nearly cried with joy when we found these scarce treasures…”Forest continued clasping my
fingers while he told his story. I stood there with an idiotic smile on my face, nodding politely to
back up his bullshit story about traveling halfway around the world—the furthest he ever
ventured was to Fire Island in the summer—while I patiently waited my turn. When he paused
to take a breath, I cleared my throat and prepared to jump in.But I wasn’t fast enough.“And
Forest, where did your inspiration for the unique diagonal opening on the men’s trouser come
from? I mean, it looked like something that might have come from Napoleon’s era. I love how
you embraced that rather than designing the pant with the typical vertical fly zipper.”Okay then.
They’d called out the most unique design detail of the whole show, and this was what I was
prepared to comment on.My brainchild. My baby.“Well, thank you for your kind words—” I
started, ready to explain why I’d added this particular flourish.But Forest beat me to it.
Again.“The credit for that, my friend,” he said to the reporter, “goes to my assistant designer



right here—”I loved that man and the way he was cool about sharing credit.“Muse? Muse? Are
you still here?” he called over the racks of clothes.What? Why was he calling my coworker
Muse?“Oh, hey boss,” Muse sang out as he skipped toward us with a huge grin, his signature
bowtie slightly cock-eyed.“Muse, this is the reporter from Women’s Wear, and he wants to hear
about the origin of the diagonal buttoning on our trousers,” Forest said, throwing his free arm
around Muse’s shoulders.Something like confusion and then anger, roared through my head. If
Muse had answered the question, I hadn’t heard him. What the fucking fuck was screaming
through my brain like a goddamn broken record. I wanted to wrest my fingers out of Forest’s
grip but he was squeezing them so tightly, my hand hurt.But Muse blathered on, and Forest
watched him with adoring eyes. It was as if I wasn’t even there.He must have said something
funny, because Forest finally released my hand to bring his to his forehead to feign something
scandalous being said.That was my opportunity to escape, which I did with great speed. I ran
to the other side of the backstage area and lowered myself to the floor in between a couple
rolling racks. And it just so happened that hanging right in front of me were all the trousers with
the diagonal openings. Yes, the design detail Muse and Forest were gushing about with the
reporter I’d just run away from.The design detail that I had developed.Not Muse.Not
Forest.Me.I wasn’t sure how long I sat there, hiding among the trousers like a little kid—the
fucking trousers that I had designed, the wool for which had not come from halfway around the
world but rather, one of the dusty Chinese fabric showrooms in Midtown.Oh god, oh god, oh
god.Devastated. That’s what I was. Muse was my friend. Forest was my hero.My belief system,
such as it was, shattered. Demolished, really, by two of the people I cared about most. Where
the fuck do you go from there?When I emerged from my hiding place—I couldn’t be a petulant,
sore loser forever—I straightened my cramping legs and found the reporter gone. Forest and
Muse were chatting like old friends.Maybe they were sleeping together? Nah, Muse wasn’t
Forest’s type. He preferred big, hairy guys, and Muse looked like he’d blow away in a stiff
wind.Plus, he wore bowties.“Kealy. I wondered where you’d run off to,” Forest said. “Hey, can
you pack up those dresses over there?” he asked, pointing to a pile I’d seen at least two of the
twigs stomp on with their dirty black boots.“Um…yes, of course…Forest. Hey, Forest, do you
think I could talk to you for a sec?” I asked, picking up armfuls of soiled dresses. Thank
goodness we had another set of samples, because these were pretty much trashed.Muse
stood there with his usual impish grin, making no move to either help pick things up or leave
Forest and me to talk.Forest approached me. “What’s up, Keal? What’s on your mind?”I
glanced over his shoulder at Muse, who was still watching with great interest. “Muse,” I said,
“can you give us a minute?”His smiled dissolved into a scowl as he slunk away.“Forest,” I said.
No point beating around the bush. “Um, Forest, you know when the reporter asked you about
the collection’s trousers? And the inspiration for them?” I asked.“Yes, I do.” He was still glowing
from the show excitement.C’mon Kealy. Put on your big girl panties.“Forest, that was my
design, not Muse’s,” I said simply.He leaned closer as if I hadn’t spoken loudly enough.Maybe I
hadn’t. So I leaned closer to his ear.“Forest, those trousers were my design. Not Muse’s.”Tilting
his head, he furrowed his brow.“Kealy, I’m not sure what you are saying,” he said.How the hell
could I make it clearer?“Forest, I think Muse is taking credit for my work,” I said.His hands
immediately flew up like a stop sign. He took a step back as if I were contagious.Then he took
a deep breath and put an arm around my shoulders the same way he had with Muse to walk
me to a corner of the room.“Kealy, I know you are a hard worker, and you are a wonderful
designer. Someday you will do great things,” he said.Wait. What? Someday I’ll do great
things?“Forest, I can show you my sketches in Illustrator. They’ll have date marks—”His voice
grew stern. “Kealy, I’m going to have to ask you to drop this. I don’t need any drama in my



company, nor accusations of stealing. I told you, your day will come. You are a very talented
woman.”He turned and walked away, leaving me standing holding the pile of soiled
samples.But I couldn’t see the big, nasty footprints on them.My eyes were too full of
tears.4MARLONDamn if I didn’t have to struggle to get out of those stupid trousers Forest had
made the centerpiece of his show.There was just no accounting for taste in this business. If
people liked you, they liked your shit. If not, you were screwed. If you were the darling of the
fashion press, you were in. If not, forget it. If you had the endorsement of some celeb who wore
your threads on the red carpet, well, you were golden. If not, you were pond scum.Yeah, from
what I could tell, fashion was more a popularity contest than anything. Like when you’re in high
school—there was an “in” group, and everyone outside it watched from the sidelines.But hey,
who was I to be biting the hand that fed me? I mean, my silly little modeling gigs paid my
expenses and then some. Actually, I had enough left over to live pretty well. In New York City,
that’s saying something, where half the inhabitants were scraping by on a daily basis.“Marlon.
How are you?”Whose sultry voice was that?I zipped myself into my jeans and whipped around
to find one of the female models, still in her weird runway outfit, standing right behind me.And
when I say right behind me, I mean almost on top of me. I had to take half a step back so my
eyes could focus on her.“Oh, hey, Linny is it?”She looked like a Linny. Maybe because it
rhymed with skinny.Running a long finger up my forearm, she tilted her head.If they gave
Academy Awards for coyness, she’d win, hands down.“Hey, I was wondering if you’d like to,
you know, go for a drink or something?” she asked.She needed something more along the
lines of a cheeseburger.“Um, well, it’s only eleven a.m.,” I said.“Oh. Right. Yeah, I guess it’s too
early for a drink. Coffee, then?”She continued to stroke my arm, running her finger under the
short sleeve of my ratty polo shirt, and then brought her hand up to my shaved head. I really
didn’t like it when people helped themselves to my head—something that happened to us bald
guys all the time.Dammit.I didn’t want to give her any ideas.“Maybe some other time, Linny?
I’ve got another show in later today.”“Oh. You do? Okay, then.” She pouted and wandered back
to where someone waited to help her out of her dress-thing, or whatever it was she was
wearing.If there was one thing I was not interested in, it was models. I knew half the dudes in
New York wanted nothing more than to cart a model around on their arm, no matter how much
money they had to spend on her, and no matter how much of a bitch she was. Beautiful women
were currency to some—mostly the kind of guys who needed to buy their self-esteem.Guys
like that wanted their beauties, and the beauties wanted their money. A win-win for both parties.
If that was your thing.It wasn’t mine, though. That was for damn sure.No, I liked women with a
bit of meat on their bones, and given the choice, actually more than just a bit. I liked some
healthy curves on a girl who I could take out to a nice dinner, who’d actually eat the food on her
plate. Yeah, that was my thing.“Yo, you off to another show?” Rand asked me“Yeah, I gotta hit
the road. See you guys tonight?” I looked a couple rows over, and our buddies Shane and
Cross were struggling to get out of their pants, just as I had.Rand followed my gaze. “I know,
what the hell was up with those pants?” he whispered after making sure Forest wasn’t in the
vicinity.“Who the hell knows? But I’ll tell ya, I overheard him being interviewed and the reporter
was just about creaming his jeans over them,” I said quietly.“Well, good for him,” Rand said.
“Forest sells his clothes…we keep getting asked back for his shows.”“Hey, who is that blonde
woman over there?” I asked, craning my neck over the racks of clothes.“Hey fellas, what’s up?”
Shane asked, changed back into his street clothes.
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MrsHReadsALot, “Four men and a lucky lady Ø<ß@=Ø=Ý%Ø=Ý%Ø=Ý%Ø=Ý%. Wow! Um so many names
But it was a really interesting take on the RH story. I have to admit I was liking the whole
sharing thing, just really wanted to understand why all four guys liked sharing only one woman
and why. All I could tell from the different POVs was that it was hot, that's all. Kinda a head
scratch moment for me, I was like that's all? They don't want their own gf, one on one? Their so
busy or evolved that they only need to share amongst themselves? Then I was like oh right this
is an adult fantasy, just run with it. And once I forced myself to stop looking for answers I
wanted to find, I was all on board. Loved that each man was distinctly their own person and all
had something different to offer Kealy. Kealy was perfect, almost unbelievable. Yeah she had a
hard upbringing, but she had tenacity and gumption. I liked her. She worked hard and kept
calm, something all four men are drawn to as well as her attractive beauty, something all four
appreciate as well. I mean who are these guys? Shane is the Irish guy who volunteers his time
at a center for at risk youth, Cross is the hot man bun wearing single daddy, Rand is the bad
boy from Bronx going to college and Marlon is the sexy entrepreneur. And all are friends who
share. Ahem, ok. It was a good read. Little typos here and there and sometimes a little mix up
of who is talking or touching, I mean it's bound to happen with so many mens in one room. It
even had a realistic, or as realistic as RH can have, portrayal of how much each person cared
for the other. There were a lot of moments in this story where I just felt that this author did a
great job of showing how this sharing of one woman could work and also all the insecurities
that could also come up. This was well written and I liked all the characters. It's short, given
that there are so many characters involved. But despite all that I really enjoyed this story and
all the love portrayed.”

Karen L, “A really good reverse harem story!!. Could have spoiler!This was much different than
the usual reverse harem romance. It had its steamy parts but with four guys it was tasteful, if



you will. It was mostly about the love that developed when Kealy was added into the guys
group. The guys are all good friends and . male models who walk the runways for designers.
It’s a profession that provides them with a good living while they branch into other paths like
investing, a business degree, a children’s sports coach for an underserved community and the
flexibility to be a good single dad. She gets the support and confidence she needs to go out on
her own, she gets to keep all four of them and they join her in her new business venture.It was
nicely written and held my attention for a one sitting read.I voluntarily read and reviewed an
advanced reader copy of this book”

BCherry27, “Fun and flirty RH book. Thoroughly enjoyable book. After a rough early life, things
seem to finally be looking up for Kealy. Until a coworker goes behind her back and takes credit
for her work. Thankfully, four sexy male fashion models, Rand, Marlon, Cross and Shane, are
there to help cheer her up and to support Kealy when her apartment is broken into and her
prized possession is stolen. And they don’t have any problem all dating her at the same time,
as they are best friends.The relationships moved pretty fast, and the way the book ended
wasn’t on a very realistic timeline at all. But it made for a nice HEA and an fun and
entertaining read.”

ShellyC2918, “Broken heart club. Each of these guys have been through tough times. When
they see Kealy for the first time they knew she was their person. Even it’s her background,
she’s made something of herself, she is resilient and doesn’t let anything bring her down. She’s
determined to make it in the fashion world and her 3 modeling hunks will help her succeed one
way or another.”

Margie, “"They Were Good Times. I Was Living The Dream.". Kealy is an aspiring fashion
designer, just looking for her big break. Even her boss fails to give her recognition. Then, to
complicate matters, she meets four, gorgeous, male models and they all want her - what's a
girl to DO? Don't you HATE when that happens? This reverse harem romance, is written from a
his/his/his/his/her perspective and frankly I don't know how SHE knows who is who! Gotta love
a girl for trying! Heed the warning - this one is STEAMY! I received this book as an ARC and I
volunteered this review.”

Dee, “Heartwarming romance. I really loved all the characters in this book. It was easy to
imagine meeting each of them in the real world (even Muse). I really appreciated their back
stories. The steam was slow burn, but well worth the time and romance it took to get there. I'd
recommend this book to anyone.”

Marilyn Smith, “Being a fashion designer and having four hot guys who would want more!.
She’s a new up and coming fashion designer. She doesn’t want distractions and relationships
to affect her as she is building her business. But that changes when four hot male models
come down the runway and her life isn’t going to be the same again. These four alpha guys
want her and they all will have a time that none of then will forget. But will this affect her
business or will she maybe have it all? I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced Reader Copy of this
book.”

Ruggrat, “Modelling Magic!. Kealy is a talented designer who is working at a fashion show but
she has trouble getting the respect she deserves especially from her boss.Rand, Marlon,
Shane and Cross are models at the show as well as friends. They are all impressed with Kealy



for more than her designs. Is she willing to be with all of them and what will this mean for her
career?  I voluntarily reviewed an Advanced Reader Copy of this book.”

Canadian Girl, “Well then!!!. 4 hot models?? Yes please!! This girl hot the jackpot when she
found her 4 hot models to love her with everything in them. What more could a girl ask for?
Happiness, sadness, drama and hot scenes!! This book has it all.Mika Lane never
disappoints!!”

The book by Mika Lane has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 65 people have provided feedback.
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